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Terrible's death (1584). The flight of the Crimean Khan in 1572
and Ermak's conquest of Siberia in 1581-4 are the most important
external events remembered by the ballad-poets. The attempt on
Fedor's life (Rybnikov 19, 31, 55) is the most impressive of all the
historical ballads, uniting as it does the utmost horror at the
depravity of the crime with breathless suspense as to whether it
will be actually perpetrated. Credit for stay of execution was given
by some later revisers to the Romanov family. What appears to be a
transformation of this ballad is the remarkable Sunflower Kingdom
(Rybnikov 36), which only Rjabnin among the modern reciters
could remember; it may, of course, be an independent myth, but
the names suggest that it is history reduced to romantic legend.
Tsar Vasilii Mihailovic, by the engines given him by two artisans,
flies to Sunflower Land and there has his secret amours with the
princess, who is Mafja the White Swan (known from the ballads
of Mihailo Potyk and others). Thus Fedor Ivanovic is born—
according to the name, his father would be Ivan, not Vasilii: in his-
tory Vasilii was Ivan's father. Fedor returned to Russia bearing
the insignia of his royal birth, and entered the taverns to carouse.
At this time the tsar was about to marry Anna Dmitrievicna, and
had issued a curfew order to discourage brawls. Under this order
Fedor was apprehended, and about to be executed, when the tsar
recognized his insignia, remembered his old love, and took to him-
self the Sunflower Princess, leaving Anna to Fedor. The name of
Mary or Marina became the conventional name of a witch in this
period, being derived from Marina Mniszek, the False Demetrius's
wife; it intruded itself into the oldest cycles. The age of Ivan the
Terrible was not completed until the downfall of Boris Godunov,
and the line of great ballads includes Grigorii Otrep'ev, or the
False Demetrius, of 1606, one on Suisldi in 1610, and a touching
lament in the mouth of Kserija, Boris Godunov's daughter.
After this great epoch the line of historical 'byliny7 extends with-
out interruption to the middle of the nineteenth century; but they
have not the old power. In the seventeenth century they celebrate
the capture of Azov (1637), the parliament which saved Smolensk
(1653), the expedition to Riga (1656), the rebellion of Stenka Razin
(1670), &c, In the eighteenth century the reign of Peter the Great
is covered by ballads as numerous as those of Ivan the Terrible,
but of a more vulgar tone. Though a monarch suited by temper
and achievement to be a hero of popular tales and songs, Peter was

